Create and manage your design
system with AtomicKitchen
Good design is modular!
AtomicKitchen schematizes and modularizes design ideas. It works from the
general to the speciﬁc and builds modules from basic elements «style sheets (CSS)»
and «content structures (HTML)», which are assembled into increasingly complex
components up to complete page templates.
This deductive building principle leads to a harmonious and consistent appearance.
It increases design quality and reduces eﬀort and costs.

Take proﬁt from a digital design system
1. The development of a digital design system
guarantees a consistent brand experience across all
touchpoints.
2. Products and applications can be developed not only
faster, but also more cost-eﬀectively.
3. Design systems eliminate errors and redundancies.
This not only reduces the quality assurance eﬀort, but
also increases the quality of the design.

Advantages of design systems
They increase the quality of your design

They save eﬀort and costs

A design system ensures the consistency of all

A design based on a deductive building principle

elements. This leads to greater usability and a

is technically much easier to implement, since

consistent appearance. It reduces visual

code is also fundamentally modular. In addition,

«uncontrolled growth» and guarantees the

it can be expanded more easily. Both factors

design quality for a long time.

signiﬁcantly reduce the eﬀort and costs involved
in creating digital solutions.
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AtomicKitchen
AtomicKitchen is a web-based application that allows

This not only guarantees a perfect golive, but also leads

you to easily create and manage modular design

to a reduction in eﬀort - and not only within the

systems. With its user-friendly interface, it helps

technical realization, but also in the following quality

designers and developers create code-based design

assurance phase.

components.
The code of each individual design element can be
With AtomicKitchen, you can create online style guides,

simply copied and pasted from the online style guide.

UI documentations, as well as code pattern libraries

In addition, the complete design system including all

that can be used as both a conceptual end result or an

assets is fully portable, i.e. it can be exported, viewed

iterative coordination tool between designer and client.

oﬄine or shared with third parties.

The design components can be assembled in

AtomicKitchen can be used as an online service or as

AtomicKitchen up to complete page templates, which

a stand-alone version. More info about licensing can be

are available to the UI factory practically via drag-and-

found on our website: https://atomic-kitchen.com

drop.
Individual development of design systems
In this way, complex responsive correlations can be

As an experienced partner in the development of

evaluated, so that time-consuming prototyping can be

design systems, we can also build an individual design

saved.

system for your company that precisely meets your
requirements. Contact us. We will be happy to show

You and your team and/or your client receive a

you how you can integrate a design system into your

complete, pixel-perfect «look & feel» of your future

workﬂow, whether for a planned website relaunch or

digital solution - even ahead of the actual realization.

to manage your brand guidelines.
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